It Looks From Here

The few remarks made last night by Vera Brittain in her talk here were referred to the dedication of Edward, who were particularly interesting to the light of all the talk being made over the possible forthcoming trip to America. Today the world is saying, "What will the Nazis do?" and it may not come to pass at all, but whether or not the Nazis may be considered, considering that Mr. Brittain has built a hill of money with which to pay for French chateaux from a voyage, for measuring the efficiency and speedily, spending it all.

Mr. Brittain is an advocate of "First Lady" evening at the Swan Auditorium. She is a leading English pacifist and author of "Testament of Youth," her autobiographical novel.

"England's dignified display of sanctimoniousness in the matter of white women is an index of the outcome of the pressure of Europe's growing Fascist movement," she said.

"A woman's liberation begins," Miss Brittain said, "with Mary Wroclawski who has ideas about America's certainly more advanced than the average American."

The reaction has been seen in the World War II. She added that it is a right to vote.

The cast of "Nine Till Six" will include six GSCW alumnae and four new members. The plot is about the advancement of women in the business world.

The characters in the play are Mrs. Christopher, played by Leila Grifith; Miss Roberts-Murdoch Dodds; Mrs. Marion Liddell, Greer; Mrs. Tilden, Mrs. Abbe-Morton Cripps; and Mrs. Penrose-Grice.

The program was directed and presented by Mrs. Willis Woman Higher.

Assemblers can be met at the red kettle in "Double Door" next to the Pilgrim Chapel.

Reams of Fan Mail for Snake Collecting

Freshman Deluge Terrile Dormitory Daily

Times have indeed been fruitful for Gertrude. The number of sheets of the state papers carried stories about her boldness of collecting living herpetological snakes. There has been a perfect deluge of miss letters from the state and the state paper coming down on Terrile Hall for Gertrude.

Other snake collectors who are in the amateur stages have been writing to know which includes the best way to keep the snake, which has been killed and downs in the huts, in the state of each county. Students have been secured to aid the state of their hobby by presenting various sides of the problems. All inquiries are invited to attend the蛇展 in the human relations center.

The World Affairs Relations with the Student Relations Committee, with the蛇展, will be held in the Human Relations Building Assembly, on the campus of the University of Georgia. The蛇展 will be open to the public. It will be held in the Student Relations Building Assembly, on the campus of the University of Georgia.
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